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Introduction
ITN45 is intended to help the solar community to start working with IRIS Level 2 data using Python. It is especially
oriented to those who have a limited knowledge of Python and want to start using this language to analyze IRIS data.
This guide focuses on the first steps needed to start working with the IRIS Level 2 data:
• How to download the data from the IRIS database on the internet
• How to read the downloaded data and visualize them
• How to save those variables that are of our interest.
In the chapters that follow, this guide demonstrates simple and efficient Python tools to download, read, visualize,
and analyze IRIS data. This will use iris_lmsalpy, a Python package primarily developed by Alberto Sainz Dalda
(asainz.solarphysics@gmail.com). We will also talk about the co-developed irispy-lmsal package as well as
miscellaneous codes.
Further information for users interested in other Python packages can find them at:
• irispy-lmsal: a former SunPy Project package, now under LMSAL stewardship, to work with IRIS data.
• IRISreader: oriented to read IRIS data and prepare them for Machine Learning tasks developed by Cédric
Huwyler.

Software requirements
This guide uses the the following Python package: iris_lmsalpy. You can install this package using the following
command in your shell session:
git clone https://gitlab.com/LMSAL_HUB/iris_hub/.git
cd iris_lmsalpy
python setup.py install
A more detailed description of the installation can be found on the readme at iris_lmsalpy.
The iris_lmsalpy package uses standard Python packages that may need to be installed in your Python virtual
environment. These packages are:
• astropy
• matplotlib
• numpy
• requests
• PyQt5
• pyqtgraph
Thus, if an error is raised after executing any of the following lines:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

import
import
import
import
import
import

astropy
matplotlib
numpy
requests
PyQt5
pyqtgraph

then you should install the missing package using one of these commands (use the one you have previously used in
your virtual environment) in your shell session:
conda install <package-name>
# or
pip install <package-name>
The PDF version of this tutorial is available.
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Note
Your comments and suggestions about the modules outlined here can be sent to Alberto Sainz Dalda
(asainz.solarphysics@gmail.com).

Searching and acquiring IRIS Level 2 data
Looking for IRIS Level 2 data is quite simple thanks to the tools available in the IRIS web page. There in the
right-hand column, Quick Links, we can find the IRIS Level 2 data search tool. In the IRIS tutorial web page the user
can find many other interesting tutorials such as the “Acquiring IRIS data” tutorial or Section 3.2 of A User’s Guide to
IRIS Data Retrieval, Reduction & Analysis. We refer the reader to these tutorials as a great way to learn how to look
for IRIS Level 2 data using the search tools designed for this goal.
One of the advantages of using the IRIS Level 2 data search tool lies in its ability to make complex search using the
size of the field-of-view scanned, exposure time, location, available SJI data in specific channels, and in coordination
with other observatories. This powerful tool allows one to recover the events found with these, or other, conditions, in
either simpler or complex queries. After the user has filled the search fields with their search conditions and clicked
Search button, the observations (or events) found that comply with the desired conditions will be shown in the
right-hand panel. Note that the list of events actually satisfying the search conditions may be larger than the list
showed in this panel. To avoid that, the user can increase the maximum number of events to be displayed by
changing the value in the Limit drop list widget next to Search button.

The IRIS Level 2 data search tool with a complex search parameters that found 16 events in the whole IRIS
database. Clicking in the Export Python link will open a new tab (or window) with the Python commands needed
to download the data.
Fig. 1.1 shows the IRIS L2 data search tool after a relatively complex search.
In the latest version of the IRIS Level 2 data search tool, there is a link to recover the Heliophysics Coverage
Registry (HCR) record(s) that satisfy the search conditions using Python. This link is shown as Export Python. After
clicking on that link, a new window or tab with an automatically-generated text will show some commands similar to
these ones:

1 >>> from iris_lmsalpy import hcr2fits
2 >>> query_text = 'https://www.lmsal.com/hek/hcr?cmd=search-events3&outputformat=json&start
3 >>> list_urls = hcr2fits.get_fits(query_text)
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The last command will download and decompress data from NOAA AR 12480 that we will use in this guide. The
hcr2fits code was created to download the compressed IRIS Level 2 data files found by the IRIS Level 2 data
search tool. The input is query_text (line 3), a string automatically generated by this tool. Several keywords allow
the behavior of this routine to be changed and you can check the function documentation.

Note
hcr2fits assumes that gunzip, tar, and wget are properly installed in the user’s machine. If that is not the
case, you can install them by executing the following commands in your shell session:
conda install tar
conda install wget
The other choice is to install them system wide using your operating system’s package manager or homebrew
equivalent.
The total size of the downloaded and decompressed files is
$ ls -lh
... 166M
... 166M
... 166M
... 166M
... 1.3G

Dec 3
Dec 3
Dec 3
Dec 3
Jul 31

02:15
02:15
02:15
02:15
2017

, and they are:

iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_1330_t000.fits
iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_1400_t000.fits
iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_2796_t000.fits
iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_2832_t000.fits
iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_raster_t000_r00000.fits

After copying and pasting the previous Python commands into your Python session, the code will do the following:
• Generate a list of links to the compressed IRIS Level 2 data located on the IRIS data server
• Request permission to download the found data by using wget
• Download the compressed data if the permission is given by the IRIS data server
• After all the compressed data are downloaded, decompress the downloaded data by using tar and gunzip.
Using the get_fits command, all these step are done automatically, if the connection to the IRIS data server is
working properly and the space in the user’s machine is large enough to write and decompress the data. Note that
the number of the total found events is generally much smaller than the number of files to be written in the
destination folder. To guarantee better understanding and performance of the downloading process, the code
accepts several keywords that allow the user to:
• output_dir: set the destination folder where the data will be written and decompressed. Default is None, that
means, the data will be downloaded to the current working directory, i.e., ./.
• decompress: set/unset the automatic decompression of the downloaded data. Default is True, i.e. automatic
decompression is done
• raster_only: download only the raster files, i.e., iris_l2_*raster*fits files. Default is False
• sji_only: download only the SJI files, i.e., iris_l2_*SJI*fits files, Default is False
• text_files: generate two shell script files (iris_wget_query.sh and iris_decompress_query.sh) to
manually download the data. If decompress = True, it creates the file iris_decompress_query.sh,
which allows the user to decompress the data manually in the system command line as a script. The user can
comment out some download/decompress tasks in these files, for example if the list of found files is too long, by
preceding the commands in the text files with a `#. Default value is False.

Warning
The following examples are intended to show the capability of hcr2fits to download and decompress a large
set of data. Therefore, they require a stable and fast connection to the internet with enough space in the system
to store the data. It is not necessary to run these commands for the normal continuity of this tutorial. These
commands are here presented only for educational purposes.
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We may be interested in to look at a large set of IRIS Level 2 data. This is the case of the search shown in Fig. 1.1.
In these cases, it may be useful to generate shell scripts files that contain the commands needed to download and
decompress the data at the user’s discretion:

# It will create two shell scripts to manually download and decompress the SJI files.
>>> query_text = "https://www.lmsal.com/hek/hcr?cmd=search-events3&outputformat=json&startTi
>>> list_urls = hcr2fits.get_fits(query_text, sji_only = True, text_files = True)
>>> print('{} SJI files have been found'.format(len(list_urls)))
Requesting the query...
Creating iris_wget_query.sh
Creating iris_decompress_query.sh
39 SJI files have been found
If the data need a large space to be stored in a location different than the current working directory (default behavior),
we can set the output with the keyword output_dir:

# It will download both the raster and the SJI files into the directory
# /scratch/asainz/IRIS_data/, but it will not decompress them.
>>> query_text = 'https://www.lmsal.com/hek/hcr?cmd=search-events3&outputformat=json&startTi
>>> list_urls = hcr2fits.get_fits(query_text, output_dir = '/scratch/asainz/IRIS_data/', dec
Requesting the query...
Downloading the file http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2019/05/08/
URL transformed to HTTPS due to an HSTS policy
--2020-04-08 22:04:10-- https://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2019/0
Resolving www.lmsal.com (www.lmsal.com)... 166.21.250.149
Connecting to www.lmsal.com (www.lmsal.com)|166.21.250.149|:443... connected.
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 860673031 (821M) [application/x-gzip]
Saving to: '/scratch/asainz/IRIS_data/iris_l2_20190508_162936_3803109418_raster.tar.gz'
iris_l2_20190508_16

1%[>

...
many other files are downloaded and decompressed
Both the code and the shell scripts generated by the former show progress status information during their execution.

Saving your search (and other variables)
The output of hcr2fits is a list containing the URLs to the found compressed IRIS Level 2 data files (list_urls
in the examples):

>>> for i, url in enumerate(list_urls):
print(i, url)
0 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2019/08/09/20190809_100336_360
1 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2019/08/09/20190809_100336_360
2 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2019/08/09/20190809_100336_360
3 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2016/07/04/20160704_100551_368
4 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2016/07/04/20160704_100551_368
5 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2016/07/04/20160704_100551_368
6 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2019/05/08/20190508_162936_380
7 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2019/05/08/20190508_162936_380
8 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2018/10/09/20181009_1544
9 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2018/10/09/20181009_1544
10 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2018/10/09/20181009_154
11 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2019/05/11/20190511_162
12 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2019/05/11/20190511_162
13 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2016/07/02/20160702_092
14 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2016/07/02/20160702_092
15 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2016/07/02/20160702_092
16 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2016/05/15/20160515_072
17 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2016/05/15/20160515_072
18 http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2016/05/15/20160515_072
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2013/11/07/20131107_071938_38
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2013/11/07/20131107_071938_38
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2014/10/05/20141005_114150_38
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2014/10/05/20141005_114150_38
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2014/09/24/20140924_112436_38
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2014/09/24/20140924_112436_38
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/11/19/20141119_190
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/11/19/20141119_190
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/11/19/20141119_203
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/11/19/20141119_203
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/09/27/20140927_112
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/09/27/20140927_112
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/09/26/20140926_110
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/09/26/20140926_110
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/05/24/20140524_142
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/05/24/20140524_142
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/05/28/20140528_161
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2014/05/28/20140528_161
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2013/11/07/20131107_094
http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data_lmsal/level2_compressed/2013/11/07/20131107_094

We can keep a record of our search by saving this information with saveall. You can save almost any kind of
object (variable) with saveall as far as the object does not have a method (function) associated. That means, you
can save variables such as arrays, list, dictionaries and others, or more complex objects with this kind of attributes. It
is not possible to save either methods (functions) or objects with associated methods with saveall.
This function is a wrapper code developed by A. Sainz Dalda based on the Pickle and joblib libraries. It follows a
similar command structure that save in IDL, i.e., saveall.save(filename, var1, var2, ..., varN). An
important constraint of saveall is that the save method has to be a 1-line command. Usually that is not a problem
if the list of variables is not too long.
# Let's save this list. We use saveall function to this aim
>>> from iris_lmsalpy import saveall as sv
>>> file_info_mysearch = 'myIRISsearch_ring_700_800.jbl.gz'
>>> sv.save(file_info_mysearch, list_urls, query_text)
Saving...
list_urls
query_text
... in myIRISsearch_ring_700_800.jbl.gz
The code shows the variable(s) saved in the destination file. If the showed variables does not match with the
variables asked to be saved that means something went wrong.
If save detects that the file used to store the objects already exists, then the code will ask you to continue with the
writing process:
>>> sv.save(file_info_mysearch, list_urls, query_text)
# Answer 'n'
File myIRISsearch_ring_700_800.jbl.gz exists. Do you want to overwrite it?
Nothing has been done.

Y/[n] n

To avoid this safety question you can set the keyword force as True:
>>> sv.save(file_info_mysearch, list_urls, query_text, force = True)
Saving...
list_urls
query_text
... in myIRISsearch_ring_700_800.jbl.gz
It is very easy to recover the saved objects, list_urls and query_text in this example, from the file that stores
them:
>>> file_info_mysearch = 'myIRISsearch_ring_700_800.jbl.gz'
>>> aux = sv.load(file_info_mysearch)
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Loading joblib file... myIRISsearch_ring_700_800.jbl.gz
Suggested commands:
list_urls = aux['list_urls']
query_text = aux['query_text']
del aux
The variable types are:
list_urls : <class 'list'>
query_text : <class 'str'>
saveall.load method (or sv.load in the example) returns a dictionary object containing the variables saved in
the file as the keys of the returned dictionary. As you can see, a list of suggested commands are prompted by this
method. We suggest to copy and paste these commands to restore the variables saved with their original names into
the current namespace, i.e., the current Python session if saveall.load is executed in the command line, or the
global or local namespace if it is executed inside of a Python code.
>>> list_urls = aux['list_urls']
>>> query_text = aux['query_text']
>>> del aux
>>> type(list_urls)
list
>>> type(query_text)
str

Working with IRIS Level 2 data in Python
This section is aimed to familiarize the reader with the Python jargon and the main module used in this tutorial:
extract_irisL2data. This module will allow us to:
• read IRIS Level 2 files
• select spectral regions of interest
• load the data of these spectral windows
• visualize, inspect, and interact with them in an easy and comfortable way
• select points of our interest or discard the data of a selected spectral window
• save the selected data and their associated points of interest
• load, display or share with other colleagues IRIS data in a simple, robust, and efficient way.
Once the decompressed IRIS Level 2 data are hosted locally, the next step is to read, extract, and inspect them. We
have created a module with different methods (or routines) to this aim. This module is called
extract_irisL2data, and it is used to load and inspect either raster or SJI files. The extract_irisL2data
module has several methods. The most relevant are:
• info_fits: shows specific information about the FITS IRIS Level 2 data file. Such as extension numbers, type
and size of the data associated to each extension, the spectral window label of each extension, i.e., the spectral
data contained in that number extension, and the observed spectral range. See Section 2.3.
• only_header: returns the main header or the extension header (through the keyword extension) of an IRIS
Level 2 data file, as a “header” object. The fields of the header can be accessed as the keys of a dictionary
object, e.g., hdr['NAXIS1']. See Section 2.3.
• only_data: returns the data from an extension of the IRIS Level 2 data file through the keyword extension
(default is 1). The extension number and the associated spectral data can be obtained with the method
info_fits. See Section 2.3.
• show_lines: shows the spectral windows available in an IRIS Level 2 data file, their dimensions, and their
observed spectral range. It returns an array, being each element of this array a string with the information of the
spectral window (window_label).
• raster: a class that builds a “Raster of IRIS” object or RoI. This object contains the data selected by the user
from an IRIS Level 2 raster file, some basic information from the headers, and other values that makes its
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visualization easier. To this aim, the class raster has a method especially designed to visualize a RoI called
quick_look. This method allows to add “Points of IRIS” or “PoI”, i.e., points of the user’s interest from the data
into the RoI object, which can be easily saved and analyzed.
• SJI: a class that makes a “SJI of IRIS” object or SoI. It is similar to a RoI but contains the data from an IRIS
SJI Level 2 data file. It also has its own quick_look method, which also allows to add one or more “PoI” can
be added to the SoI.
• load: loads the data for a given spectral window or, in the case of a raster file, for a list of spectral windows.
• save: a method that allows to write to a file a RoI, a SoI, or only their associated PoI.
• show_poi: this method helps us to display a PoI associated to a RoI or to a SoI.
This code uses two classes of object, raster and SJI, which returns two objects,
RoI and SoI respectively, with 3 attributes and 1 method.
For the “Raster of IRIS” object or RoI, the attributes and method are:
• filename: contains the name of the parent raster file.
• windows: contains the requested observed spectral windows. This means that it is a list with the
window_label of the data loaded by the user’s request.
• raster: a dictionary, which has as many keys as spectral windows have been asked to be load. Thus,
each spectral window has its unique descriptive key window_label. Each of these keys are themselves a
dictionary object with different keys, such as data, wl with some information from the header and other
useful values like the PoI.
• flush: a method, puts the data of all the spectral windows window_label of a RoI stored in
numpy.memmap array into the memory of the system. See Section 2.2.
• tomemmap: a method, puts the data of all the spectral windows window_label of a RoI stored in the
memory of the system in a numpy.memmap array. See Section 2.2.
• quick_look: a method, to inspect interactively the spectral data of the RoI. See Section 2.5.
For the “SJI of IRIS” object or SoI, the attributes are:
• filename: contains the name of the parent SJI file.
• window: contains the observed spectral window window_label.
• SJI: a dictionary, which unique key is named with the window_label. This key is itself a dictionary
containing several keys, including the data, wl, some information from the header and other useful
values, and the PoI list.
• flush: a method, puts the data of the observed spectral window window_label of a SoI stored in
numpy.memmap array to the memory of the system. See Section 2.2.
• tomemmap: a method, puts the data of the observed spectral window window_label of a SoI stored in
the memory of the system in a numpy.memmap array. See Section 2.2.
• quick_look: a method to inspect interactively the slit-jaw images contained in the SoI. See Section 2.4.
• load: a method allows to load the data previously saved by the author. See Section 2.6.
The following diagram describes some of the methods available in extract_irisL2data module:
extract_irisL2data.
|_info_fits
|
|
|
|_only_header
|
|
|
|_only_data
|
|
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|
|_show_lines
Method:
|
|
|
|_load
Method:
|
|
|
|
|_raster.
Class:
|
|
|
|_quick_look
Method:
|
|
|
|
|
|_other methods
|
|_SJI.
Class:
|
|
|
|_quick_look
Method:
|
|
|
|_other methods
|
|_save
Method:
|
|
|_show_poi
Method:

returns a list of strings with the
label of the spectral windows stored
in an IRIS Level 2 data file |
loads a raster or SJI IRIS Level 2 file.
It returns either a 'RoI' or a 'SoI'.
It can also load a previously saved 'RoI'
or a 'SoI'
builds a 'Raster of IRIS' object or
'Roi' object.
displays the data of a 'RoI'.
Allows to add 'Point(s) of IRIS' or
'PoI' to the 'RoI'

builds a 'SJI of IRIS' object or
'SoI' object.
displays the data of a 'SoI'.
Allows to add 'PoI' to the 'SoI'

saves a 'RoI', a 'SoI' or only their
associated 'PoI'
displays a 'PoI'

The RoI, SoI, and PoI objects have attributes of different kind: arrays, tuples, list, or dictionaries, and some
methods.

Note
From now on we will be referring to extract_irisL2data as ei to shorten the text. In the examples we will
also be doing the same, i.e.,
from iris_lmsalpy import extract_irisL2data as ei
ei.save and ei.load methods allows us to save and load these objects, despite having associated methods and
a complex structure. For instance a RoI having data from different spectral range, i.e., storing 3D data cubes with
different sizes, and different number of PoI for each spectral window.
Your comments and suggestions about the modules outlined here can be sent to Alberto Sainz Dalda
(asainz.solarphysics@gmail.com).

A quick look at IRIS Level 2 data
We are going to work with the data corresponding to the NOAA AR 12480. Thus, we are going to download a subset
of data observed by IRIS. With the following commands we will download the data, which consist of one raster file
and five SJI files corresponding to 5 spectral windows observed by IRIS. Once the files are hosted locally, we will
take a look into the header of the files.
The following command lines are the same that the ones in the
execute them again if they have been already run.

code block of Section 1. There is no need to

>>> from iris_lmsalpy import hcr2fits
# Let's download the data from NOAA AR 12480.
>>> query_text = 'https://www.lmsal.com/hek/hcr?cmd=search-events3&outputformat=json&startTi
>>> list_urls = hcr2fits.get_fits(query_text)
Requesting the query...
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Downloading the file http://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/irisa/data/level2_compressed/2016/01/14/
...
Decompressing the file iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_1330_t000.fits.gz into /home/u
...
Let us recover the header of the raster file and show the description of the observation:
>>> from iris_lmsalpy import extract_irisL2data as ei
>>> raster_filename = 'iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_raster_t000_r00000.fits'
>>> hdr = ei.only_header(raster_filename)
>>> hdr['OBS_DESC']
'Large dense 320-step raster 105.3x120 320s
Deep x 8
Lossless co'
While the SJI files contain just one spectral window per file, the raster files have several spectral windows per file.
We can know what spectral windows are observed in an IRIS Level 2 data file by using the method
ei.show_lines.
>>> SJI_filename = 'iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_2796_t000.fits'
>>> lines = ei.show_lines(SJI_filename)
Extracting information from file iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_2796_t000.fits...
Available data with size Y x X x Image are stored in a window labeled as:
------------------------------------------------------------Index --* Window label --* Y x X x Im --* Spectral range [AA]
------------------------------------------------------------0
SJI_2796
779x1400x80
2794.00 * 2798.00
------------------------------------------------------------Observation description:

Large dense 320-step raster 105.3x120 320s

Deep x 8

Lossless

>>> raster_filename = 'iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_raster_t000_r00000.fits'
>>> lines = ei.show_lines(raster_filename)
Extracting information from file iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_raster_t000_r00000.fits.
Available data with size Y x X x Wavelength are stored in windows labeled as:
-------------------------------------------------------------------Index --* Window label --* Y x X x WL --* Spectral range [AA] (band)
-------------------------------------------------------------------0
C II 1336
779x320x374
1332.66 * 1337.50 (FUV)
1
Fe XII 1349
779x320x244
1347.64 * 1350.79 (FUV)
2
O I 1356
779x320x340
1352.19 * 1356.59 (FUV)
3
Si IV 1394
779x320x411
1390.87 * 1396.08 (FUV)
4
Si IV 1403
779x320x601
1398.60 * 1406.23 (FUV)
5
2832
779x320x113
2831.38 * 2834.23 (NUV)
6
2814
779x320x146
2812.69 * 2816.38 (NUV)
7
Mg II k 2796
779x320x530
2793.14 * 2806.61 (NUV)
-------------------------------------------------------------------Observation description:

Very large dense 320-step raster 105.3x175 320s

Deep x 8 Spatial

>>> # The window labels are stored in the output variable ('lines' in this example)
>>> # as an array of strings.
>>> print(lines)
['C II 1336' 'Fe XII 1349' 'O I 1356' 'Si IV 1394' 'Si IV 1403' '2832'
'2814' 'Mg II k 2796']
Note that the name of the dictionaries returned by ei.load have the same name as the class they belong to
(raster and SJI). These classes of objects have some methods (or functionalities) that we discuss in the following
section.
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Reading the IRIS Level 2 data
Thus, the object returned by ei.load is either a RoI or a SoI. As the SJI IRIS Level 2 data are simpler than the
raster files, since they have only one spectral window per file, we will start here. The philosophy behind the SoI and
RoI is the same, although the latter has a more complex structure.
In this tutorial, for the sake of clarity, we have named iris_sji and iris_raster to the SoI and RoI obtained by
loading a SJI and a raster IRIS Level 2 data file respectively with ei.load. Of course, the user can name the SoI
and RoI as they wish. We use the following command to read and load the data from a SJI IRIS Level 2 file:
>> # To read and load the data from IRIS Level 2 file is pretty simple!
>>> iris_sji = ei.load(SJI_filename)
Creating temporary file... /var/folders/jn/wjxzjh7n2nv58g9t3qjmgdr8000mky/T/tmpjm7s8l4k
The previous command creates a SoI object, which contains the data and other values in the following structure:
iris_sji.
|_filename
|_window = [window_label]
|_SJI[window_label].
|
|_data [ = SJI data cube ]
|
|_wl
[ = wavelengths in Angstrom]
|
|_clip_ima [ = lower, upper thresholds ]
|
|_... more keys
|
|_flush()
Method: flushes the data from the
|
temporary file to the memory
|
of the system
|
|_tomemmap()
Method: moves the data from the memory
|
of the system to a temporary file
|
|_quick_look()
Method: visualizes the data
|
|_other methods

Note
ei.load method loads the data from a raster or SJI IRIS Level 2 in a numpy memory-map array, i.e., a
numpy.memmap class. That means the data are written to a temporary file (in the raster case, as many temporary
files as spectral windows are requested). Thus, the data are not loaded in the memory of the system, but written
in a temporary file. In this way, the memory pressure in the system is much lower, which makes the user
experience smoother and more efficient. For instance, in the following example, the memory required to load all
the spectral windows of the raster file is
, while the memory used by the system when the data are
loaded through a memory-map array is just
. On the other hand, this methods requires to have enough
space (
in this example) in a physical storage device to write the temporary files. These temporary
files are removed when the RoI or SoI are “flushed” or deleted.
We use the same command to read the data from a raster IRIS Level 2 data, but it returns a RoI object with the data,
wavelengths sampled, and other information stored as:
>>> # To read and load the data from IRIS Level 2 file is pretty simple!
>>> iris_raster = ei.load(raster_filename)
Creating temporary file... /var/folders/jn/wjxzjh7n2nv58g9t3qjmgdr8000mky/T/tmpvra72uuz
The previous command only loads the data corresponding to the spectral window “Mg II k 2796”, which is the default
option. Using the keyword window_info of ei.load we can set what spectral window(s) will be loaded. This
keyword is a list with the label of the requested spectral window(s). The label of the spectral windows observed by
IRIS in a given observation are stored in the keyword TDESCn of the main header of the raster file, where n
corresponds to the extension in the file where the data of that spectral window are stored. In addition, it accepts the
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value window_info=['all'] to load all the available spectral windows in the raster file. In Section 2.5 we explain
how to load multiple spectral windows.
The RoI have the same basic attributes of a SoI, but it includes more attributes devoted to the visualization tool.
iris_raster.
|_filename
|_windows = [sel_window_label_1, ..., sel_window_label_m], m <=n
|_all_windows_in_file = [window_label_1, ..., window_label_n]
|_raster[window_label_1].
|
|_data [ = raster data cube ]
|
|_wl
[ = wavelengths in Angstrom]
|
|_clip_ima [ = lower, upper thresholds ]
|
|_lim_yplot [ = lower, upper thresholds ]
|
|_... more attributes (or keys)
|
|_ ... as many as m-2 selected spectral windows
|
|_raster[window_label_m].
|
|_data
|
|_wl
|
|_clip_ima
|
|_lim_yplot
|
|_... more attributes (or keys)
|
|_flush()
Method: flushes the data from the
|
temporary file to the memory
|
of the system
|
|_tomemmap()
Method: moves the data from the memory
|
of the system to a temporary file
|
|_quick_look()
Method: visualizes the data
|
|_other methods
Note that windows in a RoI object is a list that may have one or several spectral window labels, while the SoI is a
list with a unique spectral window.
If we take a look at the data in the SoI and the RoI, we can see they are numpy.memmap arrays:
>>> print(type(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data))
<class 'numpy.memmap'>
>>> print(type(iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].data))
<class 'numpy.memmap'>
If, for any reason, the user wants to put the data from the temporary file, i.e., from the numpy.memmap array, to the
memory of the system, they can use the method flush of the Roi and SoI:
>>> iris_sji.flush()
Removing temporary file... /var/folders/jn/wjxzjh7n2nv58g9t3qjmgdr8000mky/T/tmpjm7s8l4k
>>> print(type(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data))
<class 'numpy.ndarray'>
>>> iris_raster.flush()
Removing temporary file... /var/folders/jn/wjxzjh7n2nv58g9t3qjmgdr8000mky/T/tmpvra72uuz
>>> print(type(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data))
<class 'numpy.ndarray'>
As you can see, the flush method closes and removes the temporary files. This action is automatically done if the
variables are deleted, e.g., del iris_raster.
If the user wants to recover the data from the raster or SJI IRIS Level 2 files directly into the memory of the system
instead that in a temporary file, the user can just simply set the keyword memmap = False:
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>>> iris_sji = ei.load(SJI_filename, memmap = False)
>>> print(type(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data))
<class 'numpy.ndarray'>
>>> iris_raster = ei.load(raster_filename, memmap = False)
>>> print(type(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data))
<class 'numpy.ndarray'>
If the user has already loaded the data into the memory of the system, like in the previous example, and they want to
put the data into a numpy.memmap array:
>>> iris_sji.tomemmap()
Creating temporary file... /var/folders/jn/wjxzjh7n2nv58g9t3qjmgdr8000mky/T/tmpwc7pqs10
>>> print(type(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data))
<class 'numpy.memmap'>
>>> iris_raster.tomemmap()
Creating temporary file... /var/folders/jn/wjxzjh7n2nv58g9t3qjmgdr8000mky/T/tmpyx5pqy3f
>>> print(type(iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].data))
<class 'numpy.memmap'>

Low-level access to the headers, the data, and other information
The RoI and SoI objects obtained with ei.load allow us to inspect the data from the IRIS Level 2 data files in a
comfortable, easy way. These objects have the data for the observed requested data, its wavelengths, and other
information as attributes, but not all the information available in the IRIS Level 2 FITS files. Some users may prefer to
recover these information and other one not present in the RoI and SoI objects directly from the FITS file. ei has
some methods to this aim.
First, we need to understand the structure of the IRIS Level 2 FITS data file. The IRIS Level 2 FITS are
multi-extension FITS files. An “extension” refers to a part of the file containing self-consistent information. This
information will be in the general case, a header and its corresponding data. The first extension is named “primary”
and its “extension number” is 0.
The extensions in an IRIS Level 2 SJI FITS file has the following numbers:
• 0: header and data corresponding to the spectral images observed by the SJI.
• 1: header and auxiliary 31 values from each exposure taken by the SJI in the spectral band of the file. It is
an array of float values with dimensions
.
• 2: header and extra data from each exposure taken by the SJI in the spectral band of the file. It is a record
array containing 5 string fields for each exposure. The values of each field can be access as the key in a
dictionary or as an attribute. See example in the last code block of this section.
An IRIS Level 2 raster FITS file has the following extensions:
• 0: header with the main information of the observation. This header has information about all the spectral
windows contained in the file and other relevant information. This extension DOES NOT have spectral data
associated.
• 1 to N: header and data for the N spectral windows contained in the file.
• N+1: header and auxiliary 47 values from each exposure considered in the file. It is an array of float values
with dimensions
.
• N+2: header and extra information data from each exposure considered in the file. It is a record array
containing 9 string fields for each exposure. The values of each field can be access as the key in a
dictionary or as an attribute. See example in the last code block of this section.
The method ei.info_fits shows the information of the extensions contained in the IRIS Level 2 file. For the SJI
file:
>>> ei.info_fits(SJI_filename)
Filename: iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_2796_t000.fits
No.
Name
Ver
Type
Cards
Dimensions
Format
0 PRIMARY
1 PrimaryHDU
161
(1400, 779, 80)
int16 (rescales to float32)
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1
2

1 ImageHDU
1 TableHDU

Observation description:

38
33

(31, 80)
80R x 5C

float64
[A10, A10, A4, A66, A55]

Large dense 320-step raster 105.3x120 320s

Deep x 8

Lossless

Extension No. 1 stores data and header of SJI_2796: 2794.00 * 2798.00 AA
To get the main header use :
hdr = ei.only_header(filename)
To get header corresponding to data of SJI_2796 use :
hdr = ei.only_header(filename, extension = 0)
To get the data of SJI_2796 use :
data = ei.only_data(filename, extension = 0, memmap = True)
and for the raster file:
>>> ei.info_fits(raster_filename)
Filename: iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_raster_t000_r00000.fits
No.
Name
Ver
Type
Cards
Dimensions
Format
0 PRIMARY
1 PrimaryHDU
379
()
1
1 ImageHDU
33
(374, 779, 320)
int16 (rescales to float32)
2
1 ImageHDU
33
(244, 779, 320)
int16 (rescales to float32)
3
1 ImageHDU
33
(340, 779, 320)
int16 (rescales to float32)
4
1 ImageHDU
33
(411, 779, 320)
int16 (rescales to float32)
5
1 ImageHDU
33
(601, 779, 320)
int16 (rescales to float32)
6
1 ImageHDU
33
(113, 779, 320)
int16 (rescales to float32)
7
1 ImageHDU
33
(146, 779, 320)
int16 (rescales to float32)
8
1 ImageHDU
33
(530, 779, 320)
int16 (rescales to float32)
9
1 ImageHDU
54
(47, 320)
float64
10
1 TableHDU
53
320R x 7C
[A10, A10, A3, A10, A4, A66, A66]
Observation description:
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

stores
stores
stores
stores
stores
stores
stores
stores

Large dense 320-step raster 105.3x120 320s

data
data
data
data
data
data
data
data

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

header
header
header
header
header
header
header
header

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

C II 1336:
Fe XII 1349:
O I 1356:
Si IV 1394:
Si IV 1403:
2832: 2831.38
2814: 2812.69
Mg II k 2796:

1332.66 *
1347.64 *
1352.19 *
1390.87 *
1398.60 *
* 2834.23
* 2816.38
2793.14 *

Deep x 8

1337.50 AA
1350.79 AA
1356.59 AA
1396.08 AA
1406.23 AA
AA (NUV)
AA (NUV)
2806.61 AA

Lossless

(FUV)
(FUV)
(FUV)
(FUV)
(FUV)

(NUV)

To get the main header use :
hdr = ei.only_header(filename)
To get header corresponding to data of C II 1336 use :
hdr = ei.only_header(filename, extension = 1)
To get the data of C II 1336 use :
data = ei.only_data(filename, extension = 1, memmap = True)
If we now want to recover the main header of the raster file, and the header and the data corresponding the spectral
window “Si IV 1403”. As extension = 0 is the default option, to get the main header of the file we can just type:
>>> hdr = ei.only_header(raster_filename)
# Let's get the individual header corresponding to Si IV 1403
>>> hdr_SiIV_1403 = ei.only_header(raster_filename, extension = 5)
# Let's get the data corresponding to Si IV 1403
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>>> data_SiIV_1403 = ei.only_data(raster_filename, extension = 5)
Creating temporal file... /var/folders/jn/wjxzjh7n2nv58g9t3qjmgdr8000mky/T/tmpan9g9ak8
>>> print(type(data_SiIV_1403))
<class 'numpy.memmap'>
Note that ei.only_data can return the data as a numpy.array, i.e. the data are loaded into the memory of the
system by using memmap = False in the ei.only_data method, or as numpy.memmap, i.e., the data are stored
in a temporary file in the file system (the default option). In this case, the temporary file is removed from the file
system by deleting the associated variable:
>>> del data_SiIV_1403
Because the number of spectral windows in a raster file may vary from an observation to another, a good option to
access to the last 2 extensions of the IRIS Level 2 file is to use the negative index in the extension keyword:
# Let's recover the header and the data corresponding to the auxiliary
# information extension
>>> hdr_aux = ei.only_header(raster_filename, extension = -2)
>>> data_aux = ei.only_data(raster_filename, extension = -2)
# Let's recover the data for the extra information extension
>>> data_extra = ei.only_data(raster_filename, extension = -1)
# Let's check the names of the records
>>> data_extra.dtype.names
('FRMID',
'FUVFDBID',
'FUVCRSID',
'NUVFDBID',
'NUVCRSID',
'FUVfilename',
'NUVfilename',
'FUVtemp',
'NUVtemp')
We can access to the values of the variables stored in the data corresponding to the extra information extension as
an attribute or as a key:
# Let's access to the record 'FUVfilename'
>>> data_extra.FUVfilename # or data_extra['FUVfilename']
array(['/irisa/data/level1/2016/01/14/H2300/iris20160114_23041396_fuv.fits',
'/irisa/data/level1/2016/01/14/H2300/iris20160114_23042356_fuv.fits',
...
more FUV filenames are displayed
...
'/irisa/data/level1/2016/01/14/H2300/iris20160114_23550181_fuv.fits'],
dtype='<U66')

Inspection of a SJI IRIS Level 2 data file
As we have already mentioned, the ei.load method identifies whether the file given as input is a raster or a SJI
IRIS Level 2 data file or not. Let us load the SJI data:
>>> SJI_filename = 'iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_2796_t000.fits'
>>> iris_sji = ei.load(SJI_filename, verbose = True)
The provided file is a SJI IRIS Level 2 data file containing SJI_2796 data.
Extracting information from file iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_2796_t000.fits...
Available data with size Y x X x Image are stored in a windows labeled as:
-------------------------------------------------------------
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Index --* Window label --* Y x X x Im --* Spectral range [AA]
------------------------------------------------------------0
SJI_2796
779x1400x80
2794.00 * 2798.00
------------------------------------------------------------Observation description:

Large dense 320-step raster 105.3x120 320s

Deep x 8

Lossless

The SJI data are passed to the output variable
(e.g iris_sji) as a dictionary with the following keys:
* iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796']
In this case, we have named the output SoI object iris_sji. This object has three attributes:
• iris_sji.filename, which contains the parent SJI filename
• iris_sji.window, which contains the spectral window in the file
• iris_sji.SJI, a dictionary with the key of the spectral window observed.
In this example, “SJI_2796”, this key is itself a Python dictionary with keys storing certain values obtained from the
headers (in capital letters), others are calculated for the code (small letters), and the data collected during the
observation.
For making the access easier to the keys and the method, they can be called either as a key or as an attribute or
method of an object. Let’s see an example:
>>> iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].keys():
dict_keys[
"data"
"wl"
"date_in_filename"
"iris_obs_code"
"raster_info"
"date_time"
"DATE_OBS"
"DATE_END"
"TDET"
"TDESCT"
"TWAVE"
"TWMIN"
"TWMAX"
"SPCSCL"
"SPXSCL"
"SPYSCL"
"POS_X"
"POS_Y"
"SLTPX1IX"
"SLTPX2IX"
"date_time_acq"
"date_time_acq_ok"
"extent_arcsec_arcsec"
"extent_px_px"
"extent_px_arcsec"
"extent_opt"
"extent_opt_coords"
"list_extent"
"list_extent_coords"
"clip_ima"
"_SJI__clip_ima_ini"
"poi"
])
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# Accessing to a value as a key in the parent object dictionary
>>> print(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796']['date_in_filename'])
'20160114_230409'
# Accessing to a value as an attribute in the parent object dictionary
>>> print(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].date_in_filename)
'20160114_230409'
The simplest way to start working with the data stored in a SoI is through its attribute data, which is a
numpy.ndarray object, i.e., an array object, with all the normal numpy attribute and methods. Thus, we can
operate with that attribute of the SoI object as any other numpy.ndarray object. Let’s see some examples:
>>> print(type(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data))
<class 'numpy.ndarray'>
# Let's see the size and dimensions of the data
>>> print(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data.shape)
(779, 1400, 80)
# Let's calculate the maximum value (avoiding NaN values)
# of the 2D array corresponding to the 5th
# position in the 3rd dimension. In Python the
# first index of a dimension in a numpy array starts
# at 0, therefore the index for the 5th position is 4.
>>> import numpy as np
>>> np.nanmax(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data[:,:,4])
3574.25

Warning
In Python, a 2D array starts by the upper left corner, being the
dimension the one usually associated to the
vertical axis, and the
dimension to the horizontal axis. In IDL, for instance, a 2D array starts by the lower left
corner, being the
dimension the one usually associated to the horizontal axis, and the
dimension to the
vertical axis. Thus, in the example given, in Python the size of the dimensions of
iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data are “[Y,X,t] = [779, 1400, 80]”

Inspection of a raster IRIS Level 2 data file
By default, ei.load loads the spectra corresponding to “Mg II k 2796”. The keyword window_info allow us to load
other spectral windows using a list of window labels. This keyword has to be a list even if we only want to load a
single spectral window, e.g.,
>>> iris_raster = ei.load(raster_filename, window_info = ['Si IV 1394'])
>>> print(iris_raster.windows)
['Si IV 1394']
ei.load make it easier to load the data for one or several spectral windows in different files, even if they are stored
in different extension numbers.
Let us load some spectral windows, for instance “Si IV 1394”, “2814”, and “Mg II k 2796”, from the raster file:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
The

raster_filename = 'iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_raster_t000_r00000.fits'
lines = ei.show_lines(raster_filename)
iris_raster = ei.load(raster_filename,
window_info = lines[[3,6,7]],
verbose = True)
provided file is a raster IRIS Level 2 data file.

Extracting information from file iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_raster_t000_r00000.fits.
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Available data are stored in windows labeled as:
-------------------------------------------------------------------Index --- Window label --- Y x X x WL --- Spectral range [AA] (band)
-------------------------------------------------------------------0
C II 1336
779x320x374
1332.66 - 1337.50 (FUV)
1
Fe XII 1349
779x320x244
1347.64 - 1350.79 (FUV)
2
O I 1356
779x320x340
1352.19 - 1356.59 (FUV)
3
Si IV 1394
779x320x411
1390.87 - 1396.08 (FUV)
4
Si IV 1403
779x320x601
1398.60 - 1406.23 (FUV)
5
2832
779x320x113
2831.38 - 2834.23 (NUV)
6
2814
779x320x146
2812.69 - 2816.38 (NUV)
7
Mg II k 2796
779x320x530
2793.14 - 2806.61 (NUV)
-------------------------------------------------------------------Observation description:

Large dense 320-step raster 105.3x120 320s

Creating temporary file...
Creating temporary file...
Creating temporary file...

Deep x 8

Lossless

/var/folders/jn/wjxzjh7n2nv58g9t3qjmgdr8000mky/T/tmpz43rtuc8
/var/folders/jn/wjxzjh7n2nv58g9t3qjmgdr8000mky/T/tmpvn8vwi7v
/var/folders/jn/wjxzjh7n2nv58g9t3qjmgdr8000mky/T/tmpwpuby2h_

The selected data are passed to the output variable (e.g iris_raster) as a dictionary with the following keys:
• iris_raster.raster['Si IV 1394']
• iris_raster.raster['2814']
• iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796']
The spectral windows stored in an output object can be found in the windows attribute. In our example, the RoI
object is called iris_raster, let us take a look at its attributes:
>>> print(type(iris_raster))
<class 'ei.raster'>
# Let's verify the spectral windows loaded
>>> print(iris_raster.windows)
['Si IV 1394' '2814' 'Mg II k 2796']
# The attribute 'raster' of the 'Roi' is a dictionary with keys named
# with the labels of the spectral windows loaded
>>> print(iris_raster.raster.keys())
dict_keys(['Si IV 1394', '2814', 'Mg II k 2796'])
#Let's see the keys in the iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'] dictionary
>>> print(iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].keys())
dict_keys(['data', 'wl', 'date_in_filename', 'iris_obs_code', 'raster_info',
'DATE_OBS', 'DATE_END', 'TDET', 'TDESCT', 'TWAVE', 'TWMIN', 'TWMAX', 'SPCSCL',
'SPXSCL', 'SPYSCL', 'EXPTIME', 'STEPT_AV', 'POS_X', 'POS_Y',
'date_time_acq', 'date_time_acq_ok', 'number_ext', 'binxy', 'binwl',
'extent_arcsec_arcsec', 'extent_px_px', 'extent_px_arcsec', 'extent_time_px',
'extent_time_arcsec', 'extent_opt', 'extent_opt_coords', 'list_extent',
'list_extent_coords', 'extent_display', 'extent_display_coords',
'clip_ima', 'lim_yplot', 'delay', 'poi', '_raster__count_poi',
'_raster__move_count_poi', '_raster__count_coords', '_raster__z_pos',
'_raster__z_pos_ori', '_raster__z_pos_ext', '_raster__dim_data',
'_raster__xlim1', '_raster__ylim1', '_raster__xlim2', '_raster__ylim2',
'_raster__xlim3', '_raster__ylim3', 'arr_y_ax1', 'arr_x_ax1', 'arr_x_ax3'])
The capital-case keys are directly taken from the original headers. The small-case keys are derived from the headers
or created for the code to be used during the visualization of the RoI. The more important attributes or keys are
data and wl. Note that they can be accessed as an attribute or as a key:
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>>> print(iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].wl.shape)
(530,)
>>> print(iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796']['wl'].shape)
(530,)
The dimensions of the data attribute in a Roi are “[Y,X,spectral_sampling]”, where the spatial dimensions Y and X
are the same as in the SJI file, and the “spectral_sampling” corresponds to the sampling in the spectral positions
(given in Angstroms), and contained in the variable iris_raster.raster[window_label].wl.

# Let's see the size and dimensions of the data stored in each key of
# the output dictionary.
>>> for i in iris_raster.raster.keys():
>>>
print("Size and dimensions of data stored in the "
>>>
"iris_raster.raster[\'{}\']: {}".format(i, iris_raster.raster[i].data.shape))
Size and dimensions of data stored in the iris_raster.raster['Si IV 1394']: (779, 320, 411)
Size and dimensions of data stored in the iris_raster.raster['2814']: (779, 320, 146)
Size and dimensions of data stored in the iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796']: (779, 320, 530

Saving your data and selected points

Note
For the right functioning of this section and the following ones, the user must have added PoI to the spectral
windows of the RoI and SoI by pressing a/A. The name of the files given through the keyword filename in this
section is at user’s discretion, but it has to be the same during the execution of the code. Note that the extension
‘.jbl.gz’ is automatically added to the filename if this does not have this extension.
The module ei has a method or function devoted to save either a RoI, or a SoI or only the PoI in a simple, easy
way. This method is called save and uses saveall (see Section 1.1) to write these objects into a file:
# Saving the 'iris_raster' object to a file
>>> ei.save(iris_raster)
Saving variable(s) ...
raster2save
... in roi_iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_raster_t000_r00000.jbl.gz
# Saving the 'iris_sji' object to a file
>>> ei.save(iris_sji)
Saving ...
sji2save
... in soi_iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_2796_t000.jbl.gz
By default, ei.save sets the filename by preceding the original IRIS Level 2 data file with the tags “roi_” or “soi_”,
and changes the “.fits” extension to the “.jbl.gz” extension. If the destination file already exists, the code asks to verify
whether the file should be actually overwritten or not. To avoid this safety question the user can set the keyword
force equals True:

# Saving the 'iris_sji' object to an existing file
>>> ei.save(iris_sji)
# Answer 'n'
"File soi_iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_2796_t000.jbl.gz exists. Do you want to ove
>>> ei.save(iris_sji, force = True)
Saving ...
sji2save
... in soi_iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_SJI_2796_t000.jbl.gz
If we want to save our data in another directory than the current one or/and with a different name, we can use the
keyword output_dir:
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# Saving the 'iris_raster' object to a file called 'roi_noaa_12480_IRIS.myext' in '/scratch/
>>> ei.save(iris_raster, filename = 'roi_noaa_12480_IRIS.myext', out_dir='/scratch/asainz/')
Saving variable(s) ...
raster2save
... in /scratch/asainz/roi_noaa_12480_IRIS.myext.jbl.gz
Note that the codes automatically adds the extension .jbl.gz to the filename if this does not have that extension.
We may be interested in saving only the saved PoI in a RoI or a SoI and discard the rest of the data, since they can
be read again from the original IRIS Level 2 file. To this aim, we can use the keyword only_poi. That will change
the original data from the attribute data of RoI or the SoI by an array of 1x1x1 dimension with value 0. Thus, the
RoI and the SoI conserve their structure but save space in disk. Let’s see an example:
# Saving the 'iris_raster' object to a file in '/scratch/asainz/'
>>> ei.save(iris_raster, only_poi = True)
Saving variable(s) ...
raster2save
... in poi_roi_iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_raster_t000_r00000.jbl.gz

# Saving only the PoI of 'iris_raster' object to a file named 'mypoints_noaa12480_IRIS.myext
>>> my_poi_filename = 'mypoints_12480_IRIS.myext'
>>> ei.save(iris_raster, filename = my_poi_filename, only_poi = True)
Saving variable(s) ...
raster2save
... in mypoints_12480_IRIS.myext.jbl.gz
Loading your data and selected points
To load a RoI, a SoI, or a only-PoI object we use the same method that we used for the IRIS Level 2 data. The
code verifies that the input file is a gzip compressed file, and for the tags “roi_”, “soi_”, or “poi_”. Therefore, we
strongly suggest to the user to name the files including these flags. If for any reason the user do not want to use
these tags in the filename, these can be passed with the keywords roi_file and soi_file. Let us load the files
saved during the previous section:

>>> myIRISdata = ei.load('roi_iris_l2_20160114_230409_3630008076_raster_t000_r00000.jbl.gz')
>>> print(type(myIRISdata))
<class 'extract_irisL2data.raster'>
>>> print(myIRISdata.windows)
['C II 1336', 'Si IV 1394', '2832', 'Mg II k 2796']
# Let's check the size of the data of the 'C II 1336' spectral window
>>> print(myIRISdata.raster['C II 1336'].data.shape)
(779, 320, 374)
# Loading an only-PoI RoI object named manually by the user
>>> my_poi_filename = 'mypoints_12480_IRIS.myext.jbl.gz' # Note the extension .jbl.gz
>>> myIRISdata = ei.load(my_poi_filename, roi_file = True)
# Let's check the size of the data of the 'C II 1336' spectral window
>>> print(myIRISdata.raster['C II 1336'].data.shape)
(1, 1, 1)
# Let's check how many PoI have the 'C II 1336' spectral window
>>> print(len(myIRISdata.raster['C II 1336'].poi))
Making figures from your selected data and points
Once the data are restored, we can easily work again with then using their corresponding quick_look. For the
only-PoI data, this method will do nothing, since it has no data (actually it is 1-point array). In this case, we can use
the method ei.show_poi. This method can be use with RoI and SoI having PoI or with only-PoI data.

# Showing the 3-panel figure corresponding to the 2nd PoI of the spectral window 'Si IV 1394
# of the 'RoI' called myIRISdata restored from the file 'mypoints_noaa12480_IRIS.myext.jbl.g
>>> ei.show_poi(myIRISdata.raster['Si IV 1394'].poi[1])
ei.show_poi accepts the following keywords:
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• show_XY_map: bool, it shows the “XY_map” panel only, default is False.
• show_SlitSpectra: bool, it shows the “SlitSpectra” only, default is False.
• show_Spectra: bool, it shows the “Spectra” panel only, default is False.
• show_SJI_slit: bool, it shows the line overplotted over the slit position, default is True.
• colorbar1: bool, it shows/hides the color bar in “XY map” or in the SJI figure, default is True.
• colorbar2: bool, it shows/hides the color bar in “SlitSpectra”, default is False.

# Showing the XY-map panel corresponding to the 1st PoI of the spectral window '2832'
# of the 'RoI' called myIRISdata restored from the file 'mypoints_noaa12480_IRIS.myext.jbl.g
>>> ei.show_poi(myIRISdata.raster['2832'].poi[0], show_XY_map=True)
# Show the 'PoI' #2 of the spectral window 'SJI_2796' of the 'SoI' called 'iris_sji'
# without the line overplotted on the slit position
>>> ei.show_poi(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].poi[1], show_SJI_slit=False)

Visualizing IRIS Level 2 data
IRIS Level 2 SJI data
We have developed a visualization tool to display the SJI data contained in the SoI object. Indeed, the object SoI
was built to be easily displayed by this and other functions. The visualization tool is a method of the ei.SJI class,
and it accepts a SoI as an input:
# Let's visualize the SJI data
>>> ei.SJI.quick_look(iris_sji)
# or cleaner
>>> vis = ei.SJI.quick_look
>>> vis(iris_sji)
Because iris_sji is a SoI, i.e. an object of the ei.SJI class, we can simply use:
>>> iris_sji.quick_look()

The output of the iris_sji.SJI.quick_look method applied to the SoI object named iris_sji, which
contains data from the IRIS spectral window “SJI_2796”.
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Fig. 3.1 shows the result of the previous command. The bottom panel allows us to move backward and forward the
selected position in the
dimension of the data cube by hovering the mouse over this panel.
The SoI object has an attribute that sets the lower and upper limits of the image displayed by the
ei.SJI.quick_look method. These limits are automatically calculated by the code when the SoI is built. The
user can change these values, which may be useful for a better visualization manually:
>>>
[5,
>>>
>>>

print(iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].clip_ima)
1031.3840103149414]
iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].clip_ima = [30, 500]
iris_sji.quick_look()

or dynamically when the visualization window has been displayed by pressing the keys “u/i/o/p” (see below).
The ei.SJI.quick_look method, or iris_sji.quick_look in our example, allow us to inspect interactively
the data stored in the iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].data attribute. The data dimensions are “[Y, X, time_step]”: “Y” being the direction along the slit - “X” the direction perpendicular to the slit or the steps used to sample the solar
surface perpendicularly to the slit either temporally (sit-and-stare) or spatially - “time_step”, a time of the acquisition
taken during the observation.
iris_sji.quick_look method uses matplotlib to display the images, we can take advantage of the options
provided by that package. Thus, we can use the zoom option to visualize and animate the SJI data (see Fig. 3.2).
Note that the bottom panel has been also zoomed-in. That allows us to make a “mini-loop animation” in those steps
of our interest, in the example, between the image 30 to 55. We can recover the full access to all the images by
pressing “h”.

The output of the iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].quick_look() zoomed in by using the zoom option provided
by matplotlib. By clicking in the magnifier icon, the
icon in the lower left corner. Note that zooming-in in the
bottom panel allows us to make “mini-loop animation”.
We have developed and integrated new functionalities to the matplotlib figure. These new functions are
controlled by some shortcut keys that are summarized in the following list and in the Fig. 3.3. They allow us to:
• Space bar: start/stop the animation of displaying the data corresponding to the steps in the

dimension.

• -/+: controls the speed of the SJI animation. By pressing -/+ the animation is displayed slower/faster.
• Left/right arrow: allows to move backward/forward step-by-step along the
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• v/V: show/hide a dashed vertical line over the slit, by pressing V, the plotted line is thicker.
• H: returns to the initial display parameters. This affects the image displayed (e.g. after being zoomed-in) and to
the contrast intensity levels of the image.
• u/i/o/p: these keys are used to control the contrast intensity of the image displayed in the figure. By pressing
u/i the lower limit of the intensity image is decreased/increased respectively. By pressing o/p, the higher limit
of the intensity image is decreased/increased respectively. If one of the limits is 0, these keys will not have an
effect on that limit. In this case, it may be convenient to change this value in the attribute
iris_sji.SJI[window_label].clip_ima, as it has been done above.
• a: add a Point of IRIS or PoI to the SoI. Thus, the user can store a particular slit acquisition. Note that a
PoI contains the data values for a given step, i.e. the 2D data corresponding to the plane [Y,X,selected_step],
and some relevant information for the display.
• e/r/t: these keys allow us to erase, return or go to a saved PoI.
• ? or /: show help menu.
• q: quit the visualization tool.
These keys - except e/r/t - and the native matplotlib capabilities can be used during the animation mode. We
have to be especially careful when the animation is working to not continuously press the control keys, e.g., the
contrast intensity control keys u/i/o/p, and wait any time the keys are pressed. That allows to the animation loop to
keep the control on the figure. We can always stop the animation, adjust the configuration of the display, and restart
the animation.

Shortcut keys to inspect SJI IRIS Level 2 data with the visualization tool ei.SJI.quick_look.
The performance of the animation mode is limited by the data size and the user’s computer features, but mostly by
the capabilities of matplotlib package, which was not designed to visualize animations. A faster solution can be
found in Section 6.
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IRIS Level 2 raster data
We can visualize the data stored in a key corresponding to a spectral window using the method
ei.raster.quick_look, or directly from this method in the RoI object. Thus, to visualize the data in the “Mg II k
2796” spectral window contained in the RoI called iris_raster in our example, we use:
# Let's visualize the data in the spectral window ``Mg II k 2796``
>>> iris_raster.quick_look()
Fig. 3.4 shows the output of the iris_raster.quick_look() method. Three panels are shown:
1. In the upper left panel, the spatial distribution of intensity for a given spectral position with the title “XY map” at a
wavelength given in Angstrom and in the data cube position (
dimension)`
2. In the upper right panel, the full spectra along the slit for a given sampling step (either spatial or temporal) with
the title “Slit spectra” at the position in the “XY map” and in the data cube (
dimension). The bottom panel,
titled “Spectra”, shows the spectral distribution at the “[X,Y]” position of the “XY” map, which also corresponds
to the intensity along the “X” direction (wavelength in pixels) at the “Y” position (along the slit) of the “Slit
spectra” panel.

The output of the quick_look method of the RoI called iris_raster, i.e., of iris_raster.quick_look().
The three panels are dynamically connected, which means that the movement of the mouse in one panel has an
impact on the others and their titles. This may make the inspection of the data a bit slow, depending of the size of the
data and the hardware features of the user’s machine.
Again, as we are using matplotlib package, we can use its options, e.g., to save the image displayed we can type
s to save the current figure, or use the zoom option to look in detail an interesting region.
When a panel is zoomed-in, the user can automatically matches the axes shared with other panels. Thus, if we zoom
in the “Slit spectra”, we change the region shown both in the axis corresponding to the Slit (axis “Y” in the “XY map”
panel) and in the axis corresponding to the wavelengths (axis “X” in the “Spectra”). The user can automatically fits
sharing axes by pressing v.
One of the most useful capabilities of the visualization tool is the ability to easily show several spectral windows
stored in a RoI. The following commands load and store 4 spectral regions in a RoI, which are visualized with
iris_raster.quick_look.
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# Let's check again the available spectral windows that we stored
# in the 'lines' variable
>>> for j, i in enumerate(lines): print(j, i)
0 C II 1336
1 Fe XII 1349
2 O I 1356
3 Si IV 1394
4 Si IV 1403
5 2832
6 2814
7 Mg II k 2796
# Let's load 4 spectral windows of out interest
>>> iris_raster = ei.load(raster_filename, window_info = lines[[0,3,5,7]])
# Let's visualize the 4 spectral windows
>>> ei.raster.quick_look(iris_raster)
The way to go backward/forward from a spectral window to another is by pressing n/m. Note that the panels for the
different spectral windows are independently considered. Thus, for instance, we can zoom-in in the “XY map” panel
for the window showing the data of “Mg II k 2796” and not in the others, or change the contrast intensity in just the “Si
IV 1394” panels. Of course, we can be interested in to inspect in detail a particular region in all the selected spectral
windows. After, zoomed in that region of interest in the “XY map” of a particular spectral window, if we press N/M we
will move backward/forward through the spectral windows showing always the same region in the “XY map” panel.
The animation in Fig. 3.5 shows how this looks when the we inspect the same zoomed-in area in all the selected
spectral windows by pressing N/M.

Inspecting simultaneously several spectral windows with the iris_raster.quick_look() method.
iris_raster is a RoI that, in addition to the quick_look methods, contains data of “C II 1336”, “Si IV 1394”,
“2832”, and “Mg II k 2796” spectra. Note that the “Y” axis of the “SlitSpectra” has been automatically fit to the slit
portion zoomed-in in the “XY map” by pressing v when the mouse was on this last panel.
As the raster IRIS data might be very different in their spatial or temporal dimensions, e.g., a raster scan over an
active region or a sit-and-stare observation during 1h, the visualization code allows to choose between several
combinations of spatial/temporal scales by pressing y. By default ei.raster.quick_look uses that ratio of the
scales in the “X” and “Y” axes closest to 1.
The capabilities in the ei.raster.quick_look or the iris_raster.quick_look method, allows us to:
• Space bar: start/stop the animation of displaying the data. The animation activated on the “XY map” runs
either in direction perpendicular to the slit, or over time for the sit-and-stare data. The animation activated over
the “SlitSpectra” runs along the slit. The animation activated over the “spectra” runs along the wavelengths. The
animation also runs on zoomed areas, and can be zoomed-in while the animation is running.
• -/+: control the speed of the SJI animation. By pressing -/+ the animation is displayed slower/faster.
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• Left/right/up/down arrows: move manually the focus point on the X-Y directions in the “XY map”. That
can be done even when the panels are blocked, which is useful for a detail inspection. By pressing
simultaneously alt and an arrow key the incremental step is 5 pixels in that direction.
• z/x: move backward/forward in wavelength. By pressing simultaneously shift and these keys the
incremental step is 5 pixels in wavelength.
• n/m: move backward/forward between spectral windows. We can inspect the same region in the “XY map” by
pressing N/M. See Fig. 3.5.
• v: fit the sharing axes when a panel has been zoomed-in.
• h/H: by pressing h over a panel we can return it to its initial dimensions after being zoomed-in. To change all
the panels of a spectral windows press H.
• y: chose between different scales for the “XY map”.
• Y: toggles the title in the “SlitSpectra” panel between the acquisition number and the date and time of that
acquisition.
• u/i/o/p: these keys are used to control the contrast intensity of the image displayed in the figure. By pressing
u/i the lower limit of the intensity image is decreased/increased respectively. By pressing o/p, the higher limit
of the intensity image is decreased/increased respectively. We can also change the upper/lower limits of the Y
axis of the plot shows in the “Spectral” with these keys.
• a: add a “Point of IRIS” or PoI to the SoI. Thus, the user can store a particular slit acquisition. Note that a PoI
contains the data values for a given position “[X, Y, wavelength]” in the spectral window currently displayed. By
pressing A, a PoI per spectral window and the current wavelength in each spectral window is saved, i.e., the
point information for the “[X,Y]” is saved simultaneously in for all the spectral windows. In particular, a PoI
stores the images (i.e. data) displayed in the “XY map”, the “SlitSpectra”, and the “Spectra” panels. It also
contains all the information relevant for the display plane “[Y,X,selected_step]”, and some relevant information
for the display.
• e/r/t: these keys allow us to erase, return or go to a saved PoI.
• d: delete all data corresponding to a spectral window from the RoI.
• ? or /: show help menu.
• q: quit the visualization tool.
Fig. 3.6 visually summarized all the shortcut keys associated to the ei.raster.quick_look
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The shortcut keys for ei.raster.quick_look and their meaning.

Customizing and initializing the visualization tool
Although the quick_look method allows to change many visualization parameters dynamically when the RoI or
the SoI are being inspected, some basic ones can be directly changed from the attributes of these objects.
We can use the attributes from the RoI and SoI objects to make figures and plots manually and customize the
aspect of the visualization.

Note
When show = True in iris_sji.build_figure or iris_raster.build_figure methods, the user can
change the size of the figure by resizing the displayed matplotlib window. The new size will be automatically
stored in the attribute figsize of window_label of the SoI or the RoI. This also happens when the
visualization is done through the quick_look method. Thus, the user can play with the size of the IRIS SJI or
raster viewer to get a figure more appealing in terms of aspect and white spaces between the panels.
If the user tries to adjust the spaces between panels with the “Adjust Tool” of matplotlib by clicking in the
icon shown in the Fig. 3.4, the “IRIS viewer” window losses the control of the keys. To recover the control of the
keys the user can click in the “Save” icon (the
icon shown in the Fig. 3.4), and when the “Save” dialog window
is open then press on the “Cancel” button.
The main attributes of the SoI, in our example of iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'] are:
• xlimN: the upper and lower limits of the X axis in the panel N, with N = 1 corresponding to the “SlitJawImage”
panel, and N = 2 for the “SlideBar” panel.
• ylimN: the upper and lower limits of the Y axis in the panel N, with N = 1 corresponding to the “SlitJawImage”
panel, and N = 2 for the “SlideBar” panel.
• clip_ima: the upper and lower limits of the values displayed in the “SlitJawImage” panel.
• cmap: the color map used to display the image in the “SlitJawImage” panel.
• slit_acqnum: the number of the slit-jaw image acquisition to be displayed.
• show_slit: if True, it plots a dashed line over the slit in the displayed slit-jaw image. Default is False.
• set_IRIS: if True, it sets the default values of a SoI, which include thresholds for the displayed images and
plot, and the color map for the spectral window stored in the SoI.
Thus, we can customize or initialize the “IRIS SJI viewer”:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].xlim1 = [200, 700]
iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].xlim2 = [0, 30]
iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].clip_ima = [50,500]
iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].figsize = [5,6.5]
iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].slit_acqnum = 15
iris_sji.SJI['SJI_2796'].show_slit = True
iris_sji.quick_look()

or to make a figure and save it in a file with the keyword filename of the iris_sji.build_figure method (see
Fig. 3.7):
>>> iris_sji.build_figure(show = True, filename = 'SJI_Mg_II_2796_seahorse_plage.pdf')
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Output of the customized iris_sji object.
We can also customize the iris_raster and create a PDF file of the resulting figure:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].clip_ima = [50,500]
iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].lim_yplot = [0,900]
iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].xlim1 = [50,100]
iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].ylim1 = [40,110]
iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].x_pos_ext = 66
iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].y_pos_ext = 81
iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].z_pos_ext = 2803.80
iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].figsize = [8.5, 7.21]
iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].set_IRIS = False
iris_raster.build_figure(window_label='Mg II k 2796', show=True,
filename='example_build_figure.pdf')

or to initialize the quick_look:
>>> iris_raster.quick_look()
Thus, the visualization aspect is tighter, as we can see in Fig. 3.8:

Output of the customized iris_raster object.
Note that the method iris_raster.build_figure requires to have a valid loaded spectral window passed
through the keyword window_label (“Mg II k 2796” in the example).
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The main customizable attributes of iris_raster.raster['window_label'] are:
• xlimN: the upper and lower limits of the X axis in the panel N, with N = 1 corresponding to the “XY map” panel,
N = 2 for the “Slit Spectra” panel, and N = 3 for the “Spectra” panel.
• ylimN: the upper and lower limits of the Y axis in the panel N, with N = 1 corresponding to the “XY map” panel,
N = 2 for the “Slit Spectra” panel, and N = 3 for the “Spectra” panel.
• x_pos_ext: the position in the X axis in the “XY map” panel. It always given in the coordinates shown in that
panel.
• y_pos_ext: the position in the Y axis in the “XY map” panel. It always given in the coordinates shown in that
panel.
• z_pos_ext: the position in the Z axis of the “Spectra” panel. This value is given in Angstroms, since this panel
is shown by default in these units.
• clip_ima: the upper and lower limits of the values displayed in the “XY map” and “Slit Spectra” panels.
• cmap: the color map used to display the images in the “XY map” and “Slit Spectra” panels.
• extent_display: the values of extent keyword, i.e the values of the X and Y axes in the “XY map” panel.
The
default
available
list
of
values
accepted
by
this
attribute
is
stored
in
output_variable.[window_label].list_extent.
• extent_display_coords: the coordinates corresponding to the extent_display. The default available list
of
values
accepted
by
this
attribute
is
stored
in
output_variable.[window_label].list_extent_coords.
• set_IRIS: if True, it sets the default values of a RoI, which include spectral positions of interest, thresholds
for the images and plot displayed, and color map for each spectral window stored in the RoI.
Of course, we can use the RoI attributes to reproduce the “Spectra” of Fig. 3.8 using the standard plot utilities of
matplotlib. Thus, we can do:
plt.figure(figsize=(12,3))
xdata = iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].wl
ydata = iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].data[486, 188,:]
ylim = iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796'].lim_yplot
plt.plot(xdata, ydata)
plt.ylim(*ylim)
plt.xlabel('Wavelength [AA]')
plt.ylabel('Intensity [DNs]')
plt.tight_layout()
plt.show()
In Section 2.6.2 we show how to make figures of the panels showed by the quick_look method from a PoI of a
SoI or a RoI.

Spectral line fitting
As IRIS is an imaging spectrometer, aside from it’s imaging data products, detailed observations of spectral lines are
also acquired. These spectral lines, when analyzed can provide a wealth of information about the solar atmosphere.
A key tool in the analysis process is spectral line fitting. This is the process by which we can quantify the shape of the
spectral line mathematically, and subsequently use these fits to calculate various physical parameters which help to
explain the composition and dynamics of the solar atmosphere.
To this end iris_lmsalpy contains the iris_fit module. This module provides several functions that allow the user
to fit spectral lines observed by IRIS, and then utilize these fits to derive physical parameters from them.
This document will outline the basic functionality of iris_fit through worked examples.

Warning
iris_fit is currently under continued development, and as such is liable to change.
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Fitting Spectra
As stated, the primary purpose of this module is to fit the various spectral lines observed by IRIS. To do this
iris_fit has several functions for the user to choose from. Before detailing how to use these, we first need
spectra to fit. As in Section 8 we will be using the dataset from 2018-01-02.
We will first import some packages that we will be using:
>>> import numpy as np
>>> from iris_lmsalpy import fit_iris
>>> import iris_lmsalpy.extract_irisL2data as ei
We will then load in our IRIS data and check to see what lines it contains.

>>> lines = ei.show_lines(raster_filename)
Extracting information from file /iris_l2_20180102_153155_3610108077_raster_t000_r00000.fits
Available data with size Y x X x Wavelength are stored in windows labeled as:
-------------------------------------------------------------------Index --- Window label --- Y x X x WL --- Spectral range [AA] (band)
-------------------------------------------------------------------0
C II 1336
548x320x335
1331.77 - 1340.44 (FUV)
1
O I 1356
548x320x413
1346.75 - 1357.44 (FUV)
2
Si IV 1394
548x320x194
1391.20 - 1396.11 (FUV)
3
Si IV 1403
548x320x337
1398.12 - 1406.67 (FUV)
4
2832
548x320x60
2831.34 - 2834.34 (NUV)
5
2814
548x320x76
2812.65 - 2816.47 (NUV)
6
Mg II k 2796
548x320x380
2790.65 - 2809.95 (NUV)
-------------------------------------------------------------------Observation description:

Very large dense 320-step raster 105.3x175 320s

Deep x 8 Spatial

We now want to load in the Si IV 1403 and Mg II 2796 wavelength windows. For this particular observation, these are
windows 3 and 6 respectively:
>>> sp = ei.load(raster_filename, window_info=[lines[3], lines[6]], verbose=True)
The provided file is a raster IRIS Level 2 data file.

Extracting information from file /iris_l2_20180102_153155_3610108077_raster_t000_r00000.fits
Available data with size Y x X x Wavelength are stored in windows labeled as:
-------------------------------------------------------------------Index --- Window label --- Y x X x WL --- Spectral range [AA] (band)
-------------------------------------------------------------------0
C II 1336
548x320x335
1331.77 - 1340.44 (FUV)
1
O I 1356
548x320x413
1346.75 - 1357.44 (FUV)
2
Si IV 1394
548x320x194
1391.20 - 1396.11 (FUV)
3
Si IV 1403
548x320x337
1398.12 - 1406.67 (FUV)
4
2832
548x320x60
2831.34 - 2834.34 (NUV)
5
2814
548x320x76
2812.65 - 2816.47 (NUV)
6
Mg II k 2796
548x320x380
2790.65 - 2809.95 (NUV)
-------------------------------------------------------------------Observation description:
Creating temporary file...
Creating temporary file...

Very large dense 320-step raster 105.3x175 320s

Deep x 8 Spatial

/var/folders/zp/92y232y95xnfm5d2nr8mcbdh0000gn/T/tmptxpnky88
/var/folders/zp/92y232y95xnfm5d2nr8mcbdh0000gn/T/tmptwjmyq_b

The selected data are passed to the output variable (e.g., iris_raster) as a dictionary with the following entries:
• iris_raster.raster['Si IV 1403']
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• iris_raster.raster['Mg II k 2796']
iris_fit has three in-build function for fitting, which make use of several SciPy modules. The three fitting function
we present are fit_siiv, fit_mgii and fit_gen. As two of the most commonly studied lines IRIS observes are
Si IV 1403 and Mg II k 2796, fit_siiv and fit_mgii are designed to have several default options for commonly
used fits.
fit_siiv
We will first look at how to use fit_siiv. This function takes a spectra and its corresponding wavelength array and
by default will fit a single Gaussian profile to the line and will also plot the results of the fitting. The function returns
four quantities:
• The fitted line profile
• A list of fitted Gaussians (if fitting a single Gaussian this will be the same as the fitted profile)
• The parameters that define the fitted profiles
• The errors associated with these parameters.

>>> si_iris_fit, si_list_gauss, si_best_val, si_errors = fit_iris.fit_siiv(sp.raster[lines[3

The keywords two and three can be used to fit two or three Gaussians to the spectral line e.g.,

>>> si_iris_fit, si_list_gauss, si_best_val, si_errors = fit_iris.fit_siiv(sp.raster[lines[3
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If more than three Gaussains are desired or the default parameters and limits of the fits need to be changed, this can
be achieved keywords and keyword arguments. A full list of these keywords and keyword arguments can be
accessed by typing the following:
>>> help(iris_fit.fit_siiv)
Sometimes, a Gaussain (or Gaussians) is not the most appropriate distribution to fit the observed line. fit_siiv
therefore contains the lorentz keyword. When set, this keyword will fit a single Lorentzian distribution to the
inputted spectra.

>>> si_iris_fit, si_list_gauss, si_best_val, si_errors = fit_iris.fit_siiv(sp.raster[lines[3

fit_mgii
The function fit_mgii is very similar to fit_siiv in its workings. This function takes an input Mg II spectra and its
corresponding wavelength array and by default will fit 7 Gaussian profiles to the line, and will also plot the results of
the fitting. The function returns four quantities:
• The fitted line profile
• A list of fitted Gaussians
• The parameters that define the fitted profiles
• The errors associated with these parameters.

>>> mg_iris_fit, mg_list_gauss, mg_best_val, mg_errors = fit_iris.fit_mgii(sp.raster[lines[6
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The keywords four and five can be used to fit four or five Gaussians to the spectral line e.g.,

>>> mg_iris_fit, mg_list_gauss, mg_best_val, mg_errors = fit_iris.fit_mgii(sp.raster[lines[6

If more than three Gaussains are desired or the default parameters and limits of the fits need to be changed, this can
be achieved keywords and keyword arguments. A full list of these keywords and keyword arguments can be
accessed by typing the following:
>>> help(iris_fit.fit_mgii)
fit_gen
Of course, IRIS observes many more spectral lines than just Si IV and Mg II. As such, we provide the function
fit_gen, which can be applied to any given line observed by IRIS. As before this function by default fits Gaussian
profiles, but Lorentzians can be used by selecting the keyword lorentz. However, unlike the previous two
functions, default parameters, limits and wavelength range must be defined by the user.
These parameters are as follows:
init_vals : `list`
With parameters c, amp1, mu1, sigma1,... ampN, muN, sigmaN,
with c as offset constant in Y.
For a Lorenzian distribution these parameters are c, amp1, x0_1,
gamma1, ... ampN, x0_N, gammaN, with:
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c
amp
x0
gamma

= offset constant in Y.
= amplitude of the profile
= location parameter
= half-width at half maximum

limits: 2xN `list`
Upper and lower limits.
wl_range: `list`
Min and max wavelength over which corresponding to ``init_vals``.
Fitting is carried out in Angstrom (Å).

Derived Quantities
The fit_iris module as contains functions that take the results of the fitting and return various derived physical
quantities of the observed plasma.
Non-thermal velocity
An important quantity used in the analysis of observed spectral lines is know non-thermal velocity or non-thermal line
width. All spectral lines have a thermal (Maxwellian) line width that is defined by quantum mechanics. However,
observed spectral lines often have widths larger than these thermal widths. A portion of this additional width is due to
the spectrometer, which we denote as instrumental line width (inst_wid) in the function. The remainder of the
observed width of the spectral line, once thermal and instrumental width have been subtracted, is deemed to be the
“non-thermal width”.
To allow the calculation we provide the function iris_vnt. It allows for the calculation of the non-thermal velocity,
via the calculation of the corresponding thermal width for the ion understudy. As an example we will use the single
Gaussian fit form earlier in this tutorial. We must first convert the sigma quantity, the standard deviation, of the fitted
Gaussian into Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM).
si_fwhm = 2.355 * si_best_val[3]
Then we can use the instrumental width for IRIS and the iris_vnt function to calculate the non-thermal velocity.
v_nt = iris_vnt('Si', 'iv', 1402.77, si_fwhm ,inst_wid=0.0286, verbose=True)

Note
IRIS has two wavelength windows, FUV short and FUV long. These both have different instrumental FWHM.
These are:
• FUV short = 0.0286Å
• FUV long = 0.0318Å

irispy-lmsal
IRISpy, now called irispy-lmsal was originally developed as a community effort by members of the SunPy Project.
The IRISpy package was never released to the public and existed only in a development form. The SunPy project
came to the conclusion that the functionality of IRISpy was actually very generalized and could be made available
to the wider Solar community. The more instrument agnostic module for handling spectrometer data was named
sunraster. IRISpy therefore been taken over by the IRIS instrument team at LMSAL. This came with a rename, and
a public release of the package.
As a result, the documentation for irispy-lmsal is now available and you can publicly install the package using pip.
The documentation has been updated with examples of how to use the package.
The aim is to unify the two different Python libraries that LMSAL manage: irispy-lmsal and iris_lmsalpy under the
irispy-lmsal name. There is no ETA to this.
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Alongside this, is a parallel effort to create a dedicated Python GUI for IRIS data analysis that mirrors CRISPEX that
uses irispy-lmsal underneath.

A quick Slitjaw Image Viewer
IRIS Slitjaw (SJI) files are often very large and unwieldy to load into memory. On the other hand, viewing them as
movies is a very effective way of getting an oversight over what a specific observing run has seen and will highlight
any special events that can and will be of use in data analysis. matplotlib has proven to be fairly slow at rendering
animated data so we have built a visualizer using PyQT instead. It is fairly primitive, and misses a lot of the nice
features of matplotlib, but it is fast, which is what is often needed. This module can be run both as a standalone
code or inside, e.g., an IPython session.

Installation
You will first need to install iris_lmsalpy as described in the Introduction. Once that is done the code can be run as a
standalone by setting the path to include the location of the iris_lmsalpy repository on your machine, e.g., for a tcsh
shell
setenv PATH $PATH":$HOME/LMSAL_HUB/iris_hub/iris_lmsalpy/iris_lmsalpy/"

Running standalone
Once set-up is complete, the viewer can be run from the shell command line for viewing an IRIS SJI file with
im_view.py iris_l2_20160702_092921_3680258322_SJI_1330_t000.fits
The module takes three parameters:
im_view.py

-h -v -g -c <sji_fitsinputfile>

where:
• -h is for help
• -v is for verbose
• -g <value> sets the gamma used in the display
• -c <value>, sets the cutoff in the histogram used for setting the max and min values of the colorscale.
The min and max values of the first image are calculated, using the module histo_opt by making a histogram of
the image and removing the pixels that with lower/higher intensities than cutoff/1 - cutoff percentage of the filled
histogram bins, with the addition that the lowest possible value is set to be the second bin of the histogram (as many
points can be set to “zero” in IRIS images).
The options to the im_view module can also be given in longer version --verbose, --gamma, --cutoff,
--help.
Note that for comparison purposes there is also a viewer based on matplotlib that can be run in standalone
mode:
im_view_plt.py <sji_fitsinputfile>
It takes the same options as im_view.

Running in a Python session
To run the viewer in a Python session is quite simple as well:
>>> from iris_lmsalpy import im_view as im
>>> files = im.sji_files()
[0]
[1]
[2]
[3]
...
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>>> im.sji_view(files[0])
Where sji_files() finds and displays all the files in the current directory with *SjI*.fits in their name and
returns these filenames as a list. The routine takes the keyword dir in case the files looked for are in the directory
dir instead. The viewer itself, sji_view, takes the keywords gamma and cutoff and verbose, e.g.,
>>> im.sji_view(<filename>, gamma=0.3, cutoff=1e-3, verbose=True)

histo_opt
The histo_opt module is used to scale images in the viewer and has other uses as well. It can be called in the
same manner as sji_files and sji_view:
>>> # image is a numpy array
>>> from iris_lmsalpy import im_view as im
>>> levels = im.histo_opt(image, cutoff=1.5e-3, gamma=1.0, verbose=True)
where the function returns levels=(vmin,vmax) i.e., the histogram optimized maximum and minimum of the
image.

Future changes to iris_lmsalpy
Changes to iris_lmsalpy are planned for the future. These are:
• extract_irisL2data
• Radiative flux calibration from DN to:
• CGS_LAMBDA: erg cm^-2 s^-1 sr^-1 Å^-1
• SI_LAMBDA: W m^-2 sr^-1 nm^-1
• CGS_NU: erg cm^-2 s^-1 sr^-1 Hz^-1
• SI_NU: W m^-2 sr^-1 Hz^-1
• PHOTONS: photon s^-1
• raster.quick_look()
• Identification of spectral lines, including filtering of lines, e.g: “Mg II, Fe”
• Helioprojective X-Y coordinates
• Temporal information of each acquisition
• Getting the data-only from the label of a spectral range
• Getting the header-only from the label of a spectral range
• New function returns all the wavelengths observed in a data set.
• A collection of colormaps exported from IDL and NCAR Command Language (NCL)
• Fit of Gaussians to the IRIS lines.
• Recovery of non-thermal velocities for the optical thin lines observed by IRIS (M. Woods)
• A new Python package to invert the IRIS Level 2 raster data:
• A paper will be released on this.

Low-level access to IRIS data in Python
In some cases it is better to focus on simple and efficient methods that do not make use of higher-level abstractions
or IRIS-specific packages such as that have been described here. The motivation could be two-fold: To detail a “bare
bones” interface when no other packages are available, or when performance is the goal, and secondly to provide a
simple guide while irispy-lmsal is not mature enough to provide a stable API.
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One can use the earlier chapters in this guide as a starting point for downloading (Searching and acquiring IRIS
Level 2 data) and reading IRIS data (Working with IRIS Level 2 data in Python) into a Python session, but once that
is done (or if one wants to read the IRIS raster and SJI FITS files directly using astropy) one can work with the data
directly.
A practical guide has been written explaining how to read and analyze data from IRIS, using Python at this simple
level is available Low level guide to IRIS using Python. The guide has the very nice fact that the tutorial itself is
written as a Jupyter notebook, so it can be run in that environment, or if one prefers in e.g., an IPython session.
We will repeat a slightly shortened version of the tutorial here, where we instead of using astropy FITS reader
directly, we use the methods described in the first chapters of this guide. The two worked examples are missing as
well, and we strongly recommend that the reader will look at the those.

Requirements
To follow the Low level guide to IRIS using Python guide only standard python scientific packages are necessary:
• matplotlib
• astropy

Reading IRIS files
The IRIS level 2 FITS files are the standard science data product, and can be read with any standard FITS reader.
Here we make use of the routines discussed previous chapters manual instead of using astropy.io.fits directly.
For this part we will make use of a dataset from 2018-01-02. Please download the data files and unpack them in your
working directory. The commands used here will assume you are at the directory with the IRIS FITS files.
We’ll start by setting up matplotlib and importing the level 2 reader. Here we use the inline backend, but for
interactive use you should use ipympl.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

# %matplotlib inline
import numpy as np
import iris_lmsalpy.hcr2fits as hcr2fits
import iris_lmsalpy.extract_irisL2data as ei
from matplotlib import colors, cm, pyplot as plt
from astropy.wcs import WCS
from astropy import units as u

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

# Set up some default matplotlib options
plt.rcParams['figure.figsize'] = [10, 6]
plt.rcParams['xtick.direction'] = 'out'
plt.rcParams['image.origin'] = 'lower'
plt.rcParams['image.cmap'] = 'viridis'

Reading level 2 SJI files
Let us open a SJI file from the 1400 filter.
>>> SJI_filename = 'iris_l2_20180102_153155_3610108077_SJI_1400_t000.fits'
>>> sji = ei.load(SJI_filename)
The provided file is a SJI IRIS Level 2 data file containing SJI_1400 data.
Extracting information from file iris_l2_20180102_153155_3610108077_SJI_1400_t000.fits...
Available data with size Y x X x Image are stored in a windows labeled as:
------------------------------------------------------------Index --- Window label --- Y x X x Im --- Spectral range [AA]
------------------------------------------------------------0
SJI_1400
548x845x80
1380.00 - 1420.00
------------------------------------------------------------Observation description:
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The SJI data are passed to the output variable, e.g., iris_data, as a dictionary with the following entries:
• iris_data.SJI['SJI_1400']
The data itself and some metadata is contained in the SJI object as shown earlier, but we can extract the main
header (or auxiliary headers using the extent keyword; see ITN 26 on structure of level 2 files).
We can have a look at the main header, which is in the first HDU:
>>> hd = ei.only_header(SJI_filename, verbose = True)
Reading file iris_l2_20180102_153155_3610108077_SJI_1400_t000.fits...
Filename: iris_l2_20180102_153155_3610108077_SJI_1400_t000.fits
No.
Name
Ver
Type
Cards
Dimensions
Format
0 PRIMARY
1 PrimaryHDU
162
(845, 548, 80)
int16 (rescales to float32)
1
1 ImageHDU
38
(31, 80)
float64
2
1 TableHDU
33
80R x 5C
[A10, A10, A3, A66, A55]
Observation description:

Very large dense 320-step raster 105.3x175 320s

Deep x 8 Spatial

Extension No. 1 stores data and header of SJI_1400: 1380.00 - 1420.00 AA
To get the main header use :
hdr = extract_iris2level.only_header(filename)
To get header corresponding to data of SJI_1400 use :
hdr = ei.only_header(filename, extension = 0)
To get the data of SJI_1400 use :
data = ei.only_data(filename, extension = 0, memmap = True)
Returning header for extension No. 0
>>> hd
SIMPLE =
T / Written by IDL: Tue Mar 20 23:39:27 2018
BITPIX =
16 / Number of bits per data pixel
NAXIS
=
3 / Number of data axes
NAXIS1 =
845 /
NAXIS2 =
548 /
NAXIS3 =
80 /
EXTEND =
T / FITS data may contain extensions
DATE
= '2018-03-21'
/ Creation UTC (CCCC-MM-DD) date of FITS header
COMMENT FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) format is defined in 'Astronomy
COMMENT and Astrophysics', volume 376, page 359; bibcode 2001A&A...376..359H
TELESCOP= 'IRIS
'
/
INSTRUME= 'SJI
'
/
DATA_LEV=
2.00000 /
LVL_NUM =
2.00000 /
VER_RF2 = 'L12-2017-08-04'
/
DATE_RF2= '2018-03-21T06:00:07.640' /
DATA_SRC=
1.51000 /
ORIGIN = 'SDO
'
/
BLD_VERS= 'V9R1X
'
/
LUTID
=
0.00000 /
OBSID
= '3610108077'
/
OBS_DESC= 'Very large dense 320-step raster 105.3x175 320s
Deep x 8 Spatial x'
OBSLABEL= '
'
/
OBSTITLE= '
'
/
DATE_OBS= '2018-01-02T15:32:23.340' /
...
CTYPE1 = 'HPLN-TAN'
/
CTYPE2 = 'HPLT-TAN'
/
CTYPE3 = 'Time
'
/
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CUNIT1 = 'arcsec '
/
CUNIT2 = 'arcsec '
/
CUNIT3 = 'seconds '
/
KEYWDDOC= 'http://www.lmsal.com/iris_science/irisfitskeywords.pdf' /
HISTORY iris_prep Set 1 saturated pixels to Inf
HISTORY iris_prep Dark v20130925; T=[-59.1,-59.0,-58.3,-59.3,1.4,2.7,2.7,2.7,2.
HISTORY iris_prep Flat fielded with recnum
440
HISTORY iris_prep Set permanently bad pixels to 0 prior to warping
HISTORY iris_prep_geowave_roi ran with rec_num 4
HISTORY iris_prep_geowave_roi boxwarp set to 1
HISTORY iris_prep_geowave_roi updated WCS parameters with iris_isp2wcs
HISTORY iris_prep Used iris_mk_pointdb ver 10
HISTORY iris_prep
Fiducial midpoint shift X,Y [pix]:
0.22
-0.17
HISTORY iris_prep Used INF_POLY_2D for warping
HISTORY iris_prep VERSION: 1.96
HISTORY iris_prep
ran on 20180321_063639
HISTORY level2 Version L12-2017-08-04
Header entries can be accessed like a dictionary. For example, for the start of the slit-jaw sequence:
>>> hd['STARTOBS']
'2018-01-02T15:31:55.700'
The data are stored under sji.SJI['SJI_1400'].data. You can see that NAXIS1=845 (spatial x),
NAXIS2=548 (spatial y), and NAXIS3=80 (time). In Python the arrays are in C order, dimension order will be
reversed:
>>> sji.SJI['SJI_1400'].data.shape
(80, 548, 845)
We can plot the first timestep to see what it looks like:
>>> plt.imshow(sji.SJI['SJI_1400'].data[...,0])
>>> plt.show()

The image looks washed out because of the automatic scaling. We can get a better scaling by adjusting the
maximum and minimum range:
>>> plt.imshow(sji.SJI['SJI_1400'].data[...,0],vmin=0, vmax=100)
>>> plt.show()
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In some cases, loading the whole data into memory may not be practical. For this, it is possible to use an approach
based on numpy.memmap that allows us to load only parts of the data, and only when necessary. Refer to the first
chapters of this guide, or the original tutorial on low-level python processing for details.
Let us show another method for scaling the data based on histogram optimization.
>>> import iris_lmsalpy.im_view as im
>>> lev=im.histo_opt(sji.SJI['SJI_1400'].data[...,0])
-2.00e+02/3.24e+02 image min/image max
5.71e+00/1.40e+02 histo_opt min/histo_opt max
>>> plt.imshow(sji.SJI['SJI_1400'].data[...,0],vmin=lev[0], vmax=lev[1])
>>> plt.show()
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Coordinates
So far, we have used plt.imshow directly, which shows the data in pixel values. Coordinate information is available
in the SJI header, with the World Coordinate System (WCS) keywords. astropy package has a wcs module that
allows plotting the image with the proper solar (X, Y) coordinates.
First we get the WCS data from the SJI header:
>>> from astropy.wcs import WCS
>>> wcs = WCS(hd)
WARNING: FITSFixedWarning: 'unitfix' made the change 'Changed units:
'seconds' -> 's'. [astropy.wcs.wcs]
Inspecting this object we see:
>>> wcs
WCS Keywords
Number of WCS axes: 3
CTYPE : 'HPLN-TAN' 'HPLT-TAN' 'Time'
CRVAL : -0.09147805555555556 0.07962555555555555 1463.91
CRPIX : 423.0 274.5 40.0
PC1_1 PC1_2 PC1_3 : 0.99997061491 0.0112785818055 0.0
PC2_1 PC2_2 PC2_3 : -0.0112785818055 0.99997061491 0.0
PC3_1 PC3_2 PC3_3 : 0.0 0.0 1.0
CDELT : 9.241666666666666e-05 9.241666666666666e-05 36.8284
NAXIS : 845 548 80
We can see that the first two axes have type of ‘HPLN’ and ‘HPLT’, meaning HelioProjective-Cartesian longitude and
latitude respectively, or solar X and Y. The last axis is time in seconds.
It should also be noted that the main SJI header is the average of the individual WCS for each slit-jaw image. You
will need to account for the correct XCEN and YCEN values from the auxiliary header and data array.
To plot the coordinate axes in matplotlib, we do the following:
>>> ax = plt.subplot(projection=wcs.dropaxis(-1))
>>> ax.imshow(sji.SJI['SJI_1400'].data[...,0], vmin=lev[0], vmax=lev[1])
>>> plt.show()

We do wcs.dropaxis(-1) because we do not want to plot the time coordinate.
We can also overplot the coordinates grid by calling ax.grid. For the final figure with grid, we do:
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>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

ax = plt.subplot(projection=wcs.dropaxis(-1))
ax.grid(color='w', ls=':')
ax.imshow(sji.SJI['SJI_1400'].data[...,0], vmin=lev[0], vmax=lev[1])
plt.show()

You’ll notice that the solar coordinate grid is slightly tilted from the image axes. This is normal. With different IRIS roll
angles, this difference will be even more obvious.
Reading level 2 raster files
IRIS level 2 spectrograph files have a different structure from the SJI files. The main header is similar, but the data
are all saved in extension HDUs. The reason for this is that spectrograph level 2 files are organised by spectral
windows, which may differ for various observations.
Using the raster file from our example above, we can open the files with the methods described above and in
previous chapters:
>>> raster_filename = 'iris_l2_20180102_153155_3610108077_raster_t000_r00000.fits'
>>> sp = ei.load(raster_filename)
The provided file is a raster IRIS Level 2 data file.

Extracting information from file /Users/asainz/iris_l2_20180102_153155_3610108077_raster_t00
Extracting information from file iris_l2_20180102_153155_3610108077_raster_t000_r00000.fits.
Available data with size Y x X x Wavelength are stored in windows labeled as:
-------------------------------------------------------------------Index --- Window label --- Y x X x WL --- Spectral range [AA] (band)
-------------------------------------------------------------------0
C II 1336
548x320x335
1331.77 - 1340.44 (FUV)
1
O I 1356
548x320x414
1346.75 - 1357.47 (FUV)
2
Si IV 1394
548x320x195
1391.20 - 1396.14 (FUV)
3
Si IV 1403
548x320x338
1398.12 - 1406.70 (FUV)
4
2832
548x320x60
2831.34 - 2834.34 (NUV)
5
2814
548x320x76
2812.65 - 2816.47 (NUV)
6
Mg II k 2796
548x320x380
2790.65 - 2809.95 (NUV)
-------------------------------------------------------------------Observation description:

Very large dense 320-step raster 105.3x175 320s

Deep x 8 Spatial

The selected data are passed to the output variable (e.g iris_data) as a dictionary with the following entries:
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• iris_data.raster['Mg II k 2796']
The same comment made about memmap applies as for the SJI files, and is more important in the raster files
because they tend to be larger.
The first FITS HDU has the main header. We can use it to find out what kind of raster this is:
>>> hd = ei.getheader(raster_filename)
>>> hd['OBS_DESC']
'Very large dense 320-step raster 105.3x175 320s

Deep x 8 Spatial x'

The number of FITS units in sp is the number of spectral windows plus 3 (additional metadata). In this case we have
10 FITS units, so 7 spectral windows. We can also look at the “NWIN” keyword in the main header.
Let us work with the “Mg II k 2796” window, which in the FITS file is found in extension 7 (= window index + 1). The
shape of this data array is as follows:
>>> sp.raster['Mg II k 2796'].data.shape
(548, 320, 380)
The first axis is the y coordinate (space along slit), the second axis the number of raster positions (or time if sit and
stare), and the last axis is the wavelength. We can make use of astropy.wcs to use the WCS header information
to convert from pixels to coordinates. For example, for obtaining the wavelength scale we do:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

from astropy.wcs import WCS
wcs=WCS(ei.getheader(raster_filename,ext=7))
m_to_nm = 1e9 # convert wavelength to nm
nwave = nwave=sp.raster['Mg II k 2796'].data.shape[2]
wavelength = wcs.all_pix2world(np.arange(nwave), [0.], [0.], 0)[0] * m_to_nm

And we can now plot an example spectrum, say pixel [100, 200]:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

plt.plot(wavelength,sp.raster['Mg II k 2796'].data[200,100])
plt.xlabel("Wavelength (nm)")
plt.ylabel("Intensity (DN)")
plt.show()

The points at the edges of the plot have a special value of -200 to denote regions not recorded by the detector.
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Spectroheliograms
Because in this case we have a 320-step raster, we can use it to build a spectroheliogram at a fixed wavelength
position. Suppose we want to do this for the core of the Mg II k line. Its vacuum wavelength is 279.6351 nm, so let’s
find the wavelength point closest to this:
>>> mg_index = np.argmin(np.abs(wavelength - 279.6351))
Now we can plot the data with an imshow:
>>> plt.imshow(sp.raster['Mg II k 2796'].data[...,mg_index], vmin=100, vmax=2000)
>>> plt.show()

Let’s go a step farther and, as in the SJI example, make use of astropy.wcs.WCS to get the correct axes when
plotting:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
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figure = plt.figure(figsize=(6, 10))
ax = plt.subplot(projection=wcs.dropaxis(0), slices=('y', 'x'))
ax.set_xlabel("Solar X")
ax.set_ylabel("Solar Y")
ax.imshow(sp.raster['Mg II k 2796'].data[...,mg_index], vmin=100, vmax=2000)
plt.show()
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You can compare this image with the ones from the SJI above.
You’ll notice we had to swap the axes in the WCS projection call using slices=('y', 'x') since the rasters are
stored in a transposed manner in the FITS files, this has been corrected in the data during extraction.
Combining SJI and Raster images
In the above section we have seen how to load and plot both SJI and raster images. However it can sometimes be
very useful to plot these images together on one plot axis. While this may seem trivial, there are some subtleties in
both the data structures and WCS that the user should be aware of.
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As before we shall start by using astropy.wcs.WCS to create a wcs object for our raster, as well as load in our
raster data:
>>> raster_wcs = WCS(extract_irisL2data.getheader(raster_filename, ext=7))
>>> sp = extract_irisL2data.load(raster_filename)
We will also define the wavelength scale and the find the position of the vacuum wavelength of the Mg II k line. We
will use this in the plotting of the raster image.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

m_to_nm = 1e9 # convert wavelength to nm
nwave = nwave=sp.raster['Mg II k 2796'].data.shape[2]
wavelength = raster_wcs.all_pix2world(np.arange(nwave), [0.], [0.], 0)[0] * m_to_nm
mg_index = np.argmin(np.abs(wavelength - 279.6351))

We will then load in the SJI data and construct a wcs object for the SJI, and load data:
>>> sji_wcs = WCS(extract_irisL2data.only_header(sji_filename, extension=0))
>>> sji = extract_irisL2data.load(sji_filename)
Now, unlike the spectrograph data which have an individual fits file for each raster in the an observation, there is only
one fits file for every SJI image in the observation. We therefore need to find the SJI exposure which is closest in
time to our raster image. We can find our raster time from the raster header as follows:
>>> raster_time = extract_irisL2data.getheader(raster_filename, ext=0)['DATE_OBS']
The times of each SJI exposure are stored in the date_time_acq key in the loaded SJI data:
>>> sji.SJI['Mg II k 2796']['date_time_acq']
We can now find the closest time corresponding to the raster time, and store the index this occurs at as the variable
sji_loctim:
>>> w = min(sji.SJI['Mg II k 2796']['date_time_acq'], key=lambda x: abs(x - raster_time))
>>> sji_loctim = np.where(sji.SJI['Mg II k 2796']['date_time_acq'] == w)[0][0]
As out sji_wcs object is defined from the SJI header, its coordinates (X center, Y center etc.) are defined at the
time of the first exposure in the observation. If the chosen raster is from later in the observation there will be a large
difference between the two astropy.wcs.WCS objects, despite the SJI image being from the correct time. We must
therefore find the updated image center coordinates in the sji.SJI object:

>>> x_p, y_p = sji.SJI['SJI_1400']['XCENIX'][sji_loctim]*u.arcsec, sji.SJI['Mg II k 2796']['
>>> xp, yp = u.Quantity(x_p).to(u.deg), u.Quantity(y_p).to(u.deg)
In the preceding code you will notice that we have introduce the use of astropy.units. We initially define the X-Y
centers in arcseconds. We then convert these in the second line to degrees, as WCS operation are carried out in
degrees. Finally we can create an updated sji_wcs object:
>>> new_sji_wcs = wcs.deepcopy()
>>> new_sji_wcs.wcs.crval[0] = xp.value
>>> new_sji_wcs.wcs.crval[1] = yp.value
Now we are ready to plot the two data on top of each other. As with visualizations earlier we need to make use of
wcs.dropaxis to remove the time and wavelength axes of the SJI and raster WCS respectively.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
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notim_raster_wcs = raster_wcs.dropaxis(0)
ax = plt.subplot(projection=new_sji_wcs.dropaxis(-1))
ax.imshow(sji.SJI['SJI_2796']['data'][:, :, sji_loctim], origin='lower', vmin=-200, vmax
ax.contour(sp.raster['Mg II k 2796'].data[..., mg_index], transform=ax.get_transform(not
ax.set_xlabel("Solar X")
ax.set_ylabel("Solar Y")
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Time of observations and exposure times
As in the SJI level 2 files, the exposure times are saved both in the main header and in the auxiliary metadata (as a
function of time). In most cases, the exposure times are fixed for all scans in a raster. However, when automatic
exposure compensation (AEC) is switched on and there is a very energetic event (e.g. a flare), IRIS will automatically
use a lower exposure time to prevent saturation in the detectors. You can see the default exposure time, as well as
the maximum and minimum exposure times in the header:
>>> print(hd['EXPTIME'], hd['EXPMIN'], hd['EXPMAX'])
7.99914 7.99909 7.99925
In this case these are all the same, meaning that no change in exposure time took place.
If the exposure time varies, you can get the time-dependent exposure times in seconds from the auxiliary metadata,
second to last HDU in the file, after the last line window hd['NWIN']+1.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

aux_hd = ei.only_header(raster_filename,extension=hd['NWIN']+1)
aux = ei.only_data(raster_filename,extension=hd['NWIN']+1)
fuv_exptime = aux[:,aux_hd['EXPTIMEF']]
nuv_exptime = aux[:,aux_hd['EXPTIMEN']]

The times of each raster scan are also saved in the auxiliary metadata. These are the time in seconds since the start
of the observations, given by:
>>> hd['DATE_OBS']
'2018-01-02T15:31:55.870'
To get an array with the full date/times for individual timesteps, we can make use of numpy.datetime64:
>>> time_diff = aux[:, aux_hd['TIME']]
>>> times = np.datetime64(hd['DATE_OBS']) + time_diff * np.timedelta64(1, 's')
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